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Spin Splitting of an Au(111) Surface State Band Observed
with Angle Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy
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High momentum resolution angle resolved photoemission spectra from the Au(111)sp-derived
surface state exhibit a doublet. The separation between the peaks increases linearly withkk, and
reaches a maximum of 110 meV at0.153 Å21, when one of the bands crosses the Fermi level. The
results are interpreted as spin-split surface state bands, with the spins aligned in the plane of the
perpendicular to the electronic momentum. The origin of the splitting is spin-orbit coupling, which
break spin degeneracy in systems which lack inversion symmetry. [S0031-9007(96)01452-4]

PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 75.30.Pd, 79.60.Bm
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Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is well known to split
degeneracies between one electron energy levels in ato
molecules, and solids [1]. It has its origin as one of th
relativistic corrections to the Schrödinger equation, a
takes the formHSOC  s"y4mc2d s=V 3 $pd ? $s, where
V is the external potential,$p is the momentum, and$s is
the Pauli spin operator. With some further approximatio
the interaction can be written as proportional to$L ? $S,
where $L and $S are the orbital and spin angular moment
This form suggests that a twofold degenerate (spin on
level might be spin split by SOC into levels with spin
parallel and antiparallel to the orbit. However, suc
splitting is symmetry forbidden for systems with a cente
of inversion, and most solids do not have spin degenera
broken by SOC [1]. The absence of an inversion cen
at the crystal surface breaks this symmetry, and perm
surface state levels with the same parallel wave vector$kk

and opposite spins to have different energies.
The structure of the resulting slit bands can be seen

a nearly free electron (NFE) model, the simplest mod
that contains a surface state. The magnitude of t
NFE splitting is unphysically small, as NFE explicitly
ignores the region near the ion cores where the effe
of SOC is largest. The qualitative behavior, howeve
appears to be correct forsp-derived surface states nea
the center of the surface Brillouin zone (SBZ)G. Let
the crystal exist in the half planex , 0, with potential
V s$rd  us2xd sU0 1 U1eiKx 1 Up

1 e2iKxd, where K is
the magnitude of a reciprocal lattice vector$K in the
normalsx̂d direction. Under reasonable conditions and
the absence of SOC, a (spin degenerate) surface state
$kk (magnitudek, and in theŷ direction for definiteness)
exists and has the formCsrd  eikyelx cossKxy2 1 fd
for x , 0 and Csrd  eikye2bx cossfd for x . 0. f,
l, and b are constants determined byK , U0, and U1

[2]. If the surface state and its spin partner are we
separated in energy from all other levels with the sam
parallel momentum, then first order perturbation theo
allows one to find the resultant splitting and spin structu
by diagonalizingHSOC in the two dimensional subspace
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of surface states of fixed$kk. Note that, with this choice of
coordinate system and with$kk along ŷ, =V 3 $p is in the
ẑ direction. Sincesz is diagonal, so isHSOC. The spins
are split alonĝz, and the energy splitting can be found b
evaluating the diagonal matrix elements. Similar analys
for other directions of$kk show that the spin axis remains
in the plane of the surface, but rotates around, remain
perpendicular to$kk as shown in Fig. 1. The NFE matrix
elements yield splittings proportional tok, and of order
1026 eV.

As mentioned above, the small size of the splitting is a
artifact of NFE. This wave function is better thought o
as a pseudo wave function, and the effects of the co
region can by treated by modifyingHSOC [3,4]. The

FIG. 1. A view of the Fermi surfaces and (one half of) th
surface Brillouin zone for Au(111). The arrows and dashe
lines indicate the spin orientations for the proposed surfa
Fermi surface, and the solid line represents the bulk Fer
surface neck. All spins are in the plane of the surface. F
the surface,kf  0.153, 0.177 Å21, andM  1.26 Å21, while
kf  0.216 Å21 in the bulk.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3419
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modified Hamiltonian takes the formH 0
SOC  sey"d $L ?

$s for distances from the nucleus smaller than a mod
radiusRM , and zero elsewhere [4]. is an energy of order
the relevant atomic spin-orbit splitting.kLxl  kLyl  0
by symmetry, andLz  2i"xs≠y≠yd  "kx, where x
is measured with respect to the ion position. Since$L
is along ẑ and proportional tok, the structure is the
same as in NFE; the spins are polarized in the plan
perpendicular to the electron momentum.DE  2ekkxl
[5]. The atomic splitting of the6p level in Au is 0.47 eV
[6], while kxl should be of orderRM , 1 Å [4]. Thus,
at the Fermi momentum of0.15 Å21, 2ekkxl , 0.15 eV,
and splittings of order 0.1 eV are reasonable for th
Au(111) surface state. The precise value, and even
sign of the splitting, will depend on details of the shape
the (pseudo) wave function near the ion.

The Au(111)G surface state has been extensively stu
ied. Three relatively recent angle resolved photoemiss
(ARP) investigations are [7–9]. This state is very simila
to the other noble metal (111)G surface states, and exists
in the bulk Fermi surface neck nearL. Previous room
temperature studies report normal emission binding en
gies of 0.41 eV [7,9] and 0.44 eV [8], a Fermi momentum
of 0.173 Å21, and normal emission widths of 158 [7]
280 [8], and 135 meV [9]. The Au surface suffers from
a complex reconstruction, extensively studied by electr
[10], helium atom [11], and x ray diffraction [12], and by
scanning tunneling microscopy [13].

The spectrometer is described in [14]. All data show
are taken with ArI resonance radiation, which is
doublet,"v  11.62, 11.83 eV. The electron analyze
is a 50 mm hemispherical analyzer with0.5 3 5 mm2

entrance and exit slits, and4 3 20 mR angle determining
apertures. Typical instrumental energy resolution for t
spectra shown is 25 meV. Typical count rates are ne
10 Hz in the peak. The surface was prepared by extens
sputter anneal cycles. This ARP study of the Au(111)G

surface state differs from previous studies mainly by i
high angular resolution.

Room temperature data along theG-M line are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The 210 eV higher binding energy sat
lite is from the Ar doublet. The peaks are fitted t
Lorentzian line shapes with linear background and Fer
function and the fitted curves are shown. It is clear fro
these data that there is one (resolvable) peak for sm
values ofk, which smoothly splits into two for largerk.
The widths are near 90 meV forG, increasing to about
100 meV for largerk. This increase in width withk is
mostly, and perhaps entirely, an effect of the instrumen
momentum resolution. All widths are about twice as larg
as seen for the corresponding state on Cu(111) [14], a
are difficult to understand quantitatively. They are, how
ever, much narrower than seen in previous studies of
Au(111) surface [7–9]. We believe that the larger width
seen in other investigations are the result of poorer a
gular resolution and lower surface quality. The double
3420
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FIG. 2. Spectra taken along theG-M at indicated values of
parallel momenta. The 210 meV higher binding energy sate
is from the Ar satellite. Data are open circles, while the so
line is a fit to (four) Lorentzian peaks with linear backgroun
and Fermi function. The observed splitting is interpreted as
energy difference between the two spin orientations indica
in Fig. 1. The number of counts in the peaks varies fro
200–1000.

seen in this study easily fit “inside” the peak widths se
in previous studies, perhaps explaining why this splitti
was not reported before.

Peak positions from fits like those in Fig. 2 are show
vs momentum in Fig. 3. These positions are fit to tw
parabolas, with results as shown. The fit results sh
two bands of similar intensity and width exhibiting near
identical dispersion, but offset ink space by0.023 Å21.
The two Fermi momenta are 0.153 and0.176 Å21. The
maximum observed energy difference of 110 meV b
tween the two bands occurs at the lower Fermi mom
tum. Dispersion and peak splitting measured in theG-K
direction are not significantly different. Dispersion me
sured with HeI radiation (21.2 eV) gives the same sepa
tion between the peaks as a function of momentum. D
taken at 140 K exhibit similar behavior (slightly highe
initial binding energy, as seen by [8] and [9], and smal
peak widths, but nearly identical splitting).

These data are consistent with an interpretation as S
spin-split surface state bands. There are three point
agreement. First, the magnitude: This picture predi
a splitting of order 0.15 eV for the Au(111)G surface
state atkf , in good agreement with the observation
0.110 eV. Second, the dependence onk: The linear
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FIG. 3. E vs k dispersion from fits like those in Fig. 2.
Data are open circles and filled triangles; the solid a
dashed lines are parabolic fits. The fit results are (e
and Å21): E1skd  15.2sk 2 0.0117d2 2 0.416, and E2skd 
15.3sk 1 0.0117d2 2 0.418.

terms in the dispersions6dekkxl can be added to the
quadratic term characteristic of any NFE band to produ
two parabolas with the same dispersion, but with the
minima offset fromk  0. As shown in Fig. 3, the fit
to two parabolas with the same dispersion and maxim
binding energy is excellent. Finally, the intensities of th
two peaks: The two peaks should, and do, have nea
identical intensities, as the real space wave functio
are identical, and each corresponds to a singly occup
electron level.

It is important to rule out other possible explanations
the split peaks. It is unlikely that there are two conve
tional surface state bands on this surface. Cu(111) a
Ag(111) are very similar surfaces to Au(111). Extensiv
theoretical and experimental studies of these materials
not exhibit split bands. The major difference between A
and these materials is the much larger SOC in Au (atom
p3y2-p1y2 splittings are 0.47, 0.11, and 0.03 eV for Au
Ag, and Cu, respectively [6]). Calculations of the ele
tronic structure of Au(111) do not predict two peaks [15

A twinned crystal could yield two peaks that woul
disperse as shown in Fig. 2. This explanation wou
require that data taken with larger photon energy exhi
the same splitting in angle, and a different splitting
momentum, while our data with HeI radiation exhibite
the same momentum splitting. Additionally, it would
likely require different behavior in theG-K direction,
which is not observed.

More problematic, one can imagine mechanism
whereby the reconstruction of the surface genera
splitting of the surface state band. The reconstructi
consists of a uniaxial compression of the surface lay
along the s110d (or G-K) direction; the compression
nd
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magnitude (4.5%) is such as to come back into regis
every 22 atoms. This compression can also be though
as the surface atom alternating between the face cente
cubic (fcc) bulk-termination site and the hexagonal clo
packed (hcp) bulk-termination site. There are three sy
metrically equivalents110d-like axes in the surface, and
domains of order a few hundred Å along each directi
are formed. There are also larger length scale structu
described in [12,13].

We have considered three types of reconstruction-ba
explanations, and each fails to explain substantial pa
of the data. The simplest explanation is that the ex
peak occurs because of diffraction of the surface state
of the excited photoelectron by the potential associa
with the reconstruction. There are two problems wi
this explanation. First, the separation of the peaks
momentum spaces0.023 Å21d is nearly 5 times smaller
than the dominant reconstruction reciprocal lattice vec
s0.11 Å21d. Second, the intensity ratio of the peak
(unity) indicates very strong diffraction, so that more tha
two peaks ought to be observed.

A second explanation considered is that emission som
how occurs independently from the fcc and hcp domain
each peak corresponds to emission from one region. T
explanation appears attractive because the peaks h
similar intensities, and the fcc and hcp regions occu
similar areas. There are two problems with this interpre
tion. First, each region would include only 10–15 atom
in the s110d direction, so that only 15 levels would be de
fined in the entire zone, of which only1y10th (one or two
levels) are occupied; this should lead to observable s
effects. Second, when the bands from the two regio
overlap as these do, the two states should hybridize a
lose their regional identities. This explanation then b
comes identical to the diffraction explanation, and inher
all of its difficulties.

The third explanation considered is that anisotropy
the compression causes anisotropy in the dispersion of
surface state. There are three different domains of rec
struction imaged at all times, making two different angle
with respect to$kk; each peak might be characteristic o
one orientation. The major flaw in this explanation is th
the observed peaks have similar intensities, whereas
picture requires an intensity ratio of1y2. Another prob-
lem is that the behavior ought to be different alongG-K
than alongG-M because the angles will be substantial
different. This is not observed.

Overall, we find the spin-splitting explanation muc
more satisfactory than any of the alternatives we ha
considered, and tentatively accept it. Explicit verificatio
could come from a fully relativistic calculation of the
surface electronic structure, or from a spin polarized AR
experiment. Similar effects should occur with allsp-
derived surface states nearG. States in other gaps, and
d-like states should also be split, but the structure m
be different. The size of this effect will be very sma
3421
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in light materials, but might be comparable to the 0.1 e
observed here for other5d materials.

These are interesting electrons.j $kk "l and j 2 $kk #l
are degenerate, as demanded by time reversal symme
While an excess of one spin is expected in the positi
$kk direction (a larger fraction of the SBZ is occupied b
this spin orientation than by its partner), it is canceled b
an excess of the opposite spin in the negative$kk direction
for no net spin density. Unfortunately, these states on
comprise about 3% of an electron per surface atom, a
will be difficult to detect with techniques that are no
particularly selective. They should lead to strongly sp
polarized ARP emission independent of the polarizatio
of the light, although given the required angular resolutio
the count rate will be very low. There should be som
evidence of an 0.1 eV loss peak in electron energy lo
spectroscopy for the transition from one band to its sp
partner for zero momentum transfer. Since these sta
cross the Fermi level, they should participate in therm
and dc field effects. They will not, however, behave a
normal metal electrons near the Fermi level. They are n
free to orient along an external magnetic field, and shou
be essentially inert to magnetic fields perpendicular
the surface. There is a small one electron energy,
order 20meV per surface atom, derived from occupyin
the lower energy level for a larger fraction of the SB
than the higher energy level. There should be a sm
force associated with this energy that will act to mov
the atoms towards regions wherekxl for the surface state
wave function is largest. Similar behavior of interfac
states may be important for understanding the electro
structure of high-Z layered materials.

We thank D. M. Zehner for the loan of the Au(111
crystal. We thank Th. Fauster and C. Reuss for access
unpublished Au(111) ARP data. This work was support
by NSF Grant No. DMR-9218706.
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